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Citizenship granted in CMU

Vol. 40 Issue 4

Students
experience
homelessness
BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu

When 25-year-old Stephen
Rakos made the decision to stay
at a homeless shelter in June, it
opened up several opportunities
for him, including the opportunity
to continue his education.
Rakos has coped with drug
addiction; he’s been to jail, and he
witnessed his mother’s murder.
Now he’s a student at MSUM,
and he’s staying at the Dorothy
Day House of Hospitality in
Moorhead.
“The house was a blessing,”
Rakos said.

Homelessness among
college students

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

MSUM hosted a naturalization ceremony, Monday, for people from different countries to gain citizenship to the United States.

BY LAURA ARVIDSON
arvidsonla@mnstate.edu

On Monday, 36 people from 16
different countries became U.S.
citizens in the CMU.
This citizenship ceremony is the
fifth that MSUM has held and
was also held in observance of
constitution day. The ceremony
began with President Edna
Szymanski welcoming the new
citizens and their families to the
MSUM campus.
The naturalization ceremony,
which represents the final step
in becoming a U.S. citizen,

was presided over by District
Judge John I. Tunheim. After
calling court in session, Tunheim
spoke about the naturalization
ceremony as a celebration
of community and diversity,
which was followed with the
national anthem and the oath of
allegiance. Succeeding this was
a pre-recorded video of President
Obama stressing the importance
of
“active
and
engaged
citizenship.”
Tunheim spoke afterwards on
naturalization as an immutable
institution, despite the numerous
individuals who have undergone
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gallery on this story
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the process year to year. His speech
accentuated the importance
of the judiciary process and
the ability to vote, rights that
permanent residents do not
possess. Tunheim maintained the
significance
of
American
diversity by employing a
metaphor, “a good coat isn’t
made up of one type of fabric, it’s
made of many types of fabrics
and many types of thread.”

After the oath of allegiance,
the new citizens received their
certificates of naturalization
and the ceremony concluded.
The new citizens had the
opportunity to mingle at a small
reception. Bryce Fennell, a new
U.S. citizen originally from
Canada, thought the ceremony
went “pretty well, was rather
quick and that it means a lot to
celebrate the day.”
Mari Fe, originally from
the Philippines, felt that the
ceremony went well and said that
as a new U.S. citizen, she was
“excited and happy to be here.”

Rakos isn’t the only college
student staying in a homeless
shelter.
Eighteen percent of people
served by the Dorothy Day
House’s facilities are younger
than 24, according to Dorothy
Day’s June 2011 program report.
“We’ve been seeing more and
more young people,” said Sonja
Ellner, director of the Dorothy
Day House. “Also, at our food
pantry, we have more people that
are college-age range.”
Other
homeless
shelters
in Fargo-Moorhead include
Churches United, the New Life
Center, Gladys Ray and the
YWCA.
Churches United has seen a
varying range of three to seven
people between the ages of 18 and
25 stay at their shelter in recent
weeks, said John Roberts, interim
shelter operations director at
Churches United.
Unlike Dorothy Day, which
allows long-term residency,
Churches United is an emergency
HOMELESS, PAGE 6

Flores appointed as honors director, plans for changes
BY JASMINE MAKI
makija@mnstate.edu

After 22 years of teaching at
MSUM, economics professor
Oscar Flores is excited to take
on a new title.
This year, in addition to
teaching
economics
and
playing taxi driver for his three
kids, Flores will be taking on
a new challenge as the interim
director of the honors program.
When asked to fill the position,
Flores said, “Sure. I’ll do it.”
Much like his decision to come
to the United States for college
in 1984, the decision didn’t
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involve much contemplation.
“My professor in Mexico
knew a professor at Cincinnati
and said I should apply,” Flores
said. “So I said, ‘Why not?’”
As the director, he will do
everything from scheduling
honors classes to recruiting
students and working with
them as they progress through
the program.

Problems recognized
within the program

Flores is enjoying the new
role, but said there are a couple
of problems that need to be

fixed.
The first problem is that many
students who are eligible for
the program aren’t involved.
Flores thinks more students
would be interested if they
knew the benefits, but the
benefits haven’t been clearly
established.
The second problem is that
many students who are in the
program drop out and come
back, which makes it difficult
to know which students are in
the program.
John Goerke, a sophomore
honors student, recognizes

The Yellow Bicycle
continues bringing stories
Page 8

these problems as well. The
program doesn’t fit all the
honors students’ needs and
lifestyles, he said.
When Goerke joined the
program last year, he was
excited but disappointed, he
said. His best experience was
when he and all the honors
students first discussed their
concerns about the program.
“There was such a vocal
desire,” Goerke said. “We all
got together in a classroom one
morning and said, ‘This needs
to change.’”
HONORS, BACK PAGE

Oscar Flores

Get ready for the homecoming game
with advice from Nemzek Noize
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Homecoming
News Briefs
Calendar
9.22-9.24
9.22 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. -

Dragon Bash chili feed
competition - Campus
mall
6 p.m. - Variety Show Hansen
8 p.m. - Johnny Holm
Band - CMU ballroom

9.23 1 p.m. - They Think:

Student Activism through
the Ages - Weld
3 p.m. - Time capsule
reinternment - Weld
4:30 p.m. - Dragon Hall
of Fame banquet - CMU
ballroom
7 p.m. - Dragon
volleyball - Nemzek
9 p.m. - Burning of the M
with royalty coronation
and fireworks - Nemzek
practice field
10 p.m. - S’mores and
Capture the Flag Campus mall

9.24 8 a.m. - 5k Walk/Run -

starts at library
9 a.m. - Alumni Welcome
Zone - Alumni house
10:30 a.m. - Parade circles campus
11 a.m. - Tailgating Nemzek
1 p.m. - Dragon football Nemzek
4 p.m. - Dragon
volleyball - Nemzek
9 p.m. - Formal dance CMU ballroom
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MSUM Briefs

Obama praises new Libyan Free chili
leaders
Vote for the best chili or your
President Barack Obama has
arrived in New York, and he’s
got a stressful week ahead of
him, including the Palestinians
and Israelis facing off. But
the president’s first order of
business was easy: meeting
Libya’s transitional leaders for
the first time, and praising them
for overthrowing the regime of
Muammar Gaddafi.
“Just as the world stood by you
in your struggle to be free, we will
stand with you in your struggle to
realize the peace and prosperity
that freedom can bring,” the
president said at the meeting with
Libya’s National Transitional
Council and its leader, Mustafa
Abdel Jalil. He said the U.S. will
offer continued support and will
officially reopen its embassy in
Tripoli.

Afghan peace process
in jeopardy
While meeting with members of
the Taliban, Afghan High Peace
Council chairman Burhanuddin
Rabbani was killed by a bomb
attack on his home.
The suicide bomber, who
hid explosives in a turban, also
killed four bodyguards and an
adviser to Afghan President
Hamid Karzai. Rabbani, a former
Afghan president, was tasked
with negotiating a treaty with
the Taliban to end 10 years of
warfare.
The assassination could be a
devastating blow to the peace
process. It is unclear whether the
two Taliban members with whom
Rabbani was meeting at the
time had anything to do with the
attack. Rabbani often spoke out
against suicide bombings.

‘Don’t ask, don’t tell’
policy expires

At midnight Tuesday, “don’t
ask, don’t tell” expired, and
Navy Lt. Gary Ross married his
boyfriend of 11 years in Vermont.
The couple had traveled from
their home in Arizona so they
could openly marry before their
loved ones. Also one minute after
midnight, gay-rights activist J. D.
Smith dropped his pseudonym:
he is Lt. Josh Seefried, a 25-yearold who helped found an
underground group of 4,000 gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and transgender
servicemen and -women. Gayrights groups will celebrate the
end of “don’t ask, don’t tell” on
Tuesday.
During its 18 years as policy,
DADT led to the removal of some
13,000 men and women from the
military.

Terrorist Attack in
Turkish Capital

At least two people are dead
and dozens more wounded after
what police suspect was a bomb
attack in the Turkish capital of
Ankara Tuesday. The explosion
went off in the center of the city;
police have since put out the fire.
No group has come forward to
claim responsibility; Islamists,
Kurds, and leftists have all carried
out bombings in the past.
National news briefs taken from thedailybeast.
com.
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favorite dean on Thursday, from
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on the
campus mall
This is where the deans and
alumni submit their best chili
recipe and have a competition to
see who has the best chili.

Hoffbeck nominates drivein for historic register
Steve Hoffbeck, history, wrote
a nomination to get the Kegs
Drive-In restaurant in Grand
Forks, N.D., listed in the National
Register of Historic Places.
The National Register of
Historic Places is the federal
government’s list of properties it
considers worthy of preservation
and recognition.
The Kegs Drive-In is made
up of two barrel-shaped wooded
structures, with a rectangular
middle building that serves as
the front counter for the drivein restaurant. Originally built in
1935, each was an individual two
story Barrel Root Beer Stand built
by William Harry Muzzy. These
barrels were built in an eclectic
style of roadside buildings that
fits within a category called
“programmatic architecture.”
By 1946, both barrels were
moved to this location and became
known as The Kegs Drive-In.
The Kegs has been serving frosty
mugs of root beer and making
the best burgers in Grand Forks
for more than 75 years. The
State Historical Society of North
Dakota announced the listing of
the root beer stand this week.

Director of Public Safety

Greg Lemke
9/12
Fire alarm in Dahl. Set off by
construction workers sweeping.
Moorhead Fire responded and
reset the alarm.
Marijuana odor complaint in
Dahl. Moorhead PD responded
and one student was cited for
possession of drug paraphernalia
and possession of alcohol.
Another student was cited for
possession of drug paraphernalia.
Both referred to campus judicial
for the violations.
Intoxicated non-student near
the 14th Street bus stop. Escorted
from campus by Public Safety.
Later returned and Moorhead
PD was called. Moorhead PD
transported the individual to
Detox.
9/13
Marijuana odor complaint in
Ballard. Two referred to Campus
Judicial for narcotics violation.
9/15
911 hang-up in Owens.
Employee misdialed on outgoing
call. No emergency.

9/15
A male reported seeing his
missing bicycle a few hours
previously at Nemzek in the
south bike rack. The bicycle
has been missing since spring
semester and was never reported
as stolen/missing. Information
only taken at this time due to the
bicycle being gone on arrival of
Public Safety.
9/16
Graffiti located on sidewalk
outside South Snarr. Incident
reported to housing.
Theft of television from rec
room in South Snarr. Determined
to be non-state property, no
suspects.
Male located on foot patrol
yelling outside Grantham up
to an individual in the dorms.
When approached he had a rock
in his hand. Male was informed
to leave rocks on the ground and
to leave the area.
9/17
Received a called-in complaint
of two non-students at the soccer
field possibly possessing alcohol
in a cooler. Two individuals of
legal age were identified and
informed MSUM was a dry
campus. They were escorted off
the property with their cooler.

To report a security problem call 218.477.2675

Weld time capsule event
to be held Friday

Campus News reporter
finalist in national contest

Last year, while renovating
Weld, the oldest building on
campus, MSUM workers found a
time capsule filled with material
from an early period in the
university’s history.
The zinc-and-copper box
contained
photographs,
playbills and music programs,
course descriptions and school
publications describing life in and
around the university in 1915. It
also held copies of the Moorhead
Daily News containing stories
about the school and stories
about the World War that had
begun in Europe in 1914. One
story concerned the sinking of
the British liner Lusitania by a
German submarine, published
just a few weeks before Weld was
dedicated and the time capsule
was placed in the building’s
foundation.
At 3 p.m. on Friday in Glasrud
Auditorium, the university will
hold a brief ceremony to place
a new time capsule in the Weld
foundation. The new box will
contain all the materials from
the original capsule along with
new materials – photographs
of the four living presidents of
MSUM, documents concerning
recent events at the university,
contract copies, memorabilia and
other items. Images of all of these
items will also be preserved on a
university website.
In 2013, MSUM will celebrate
its 125th anniversary. Events to
mark this milestone are currently
being planned.

Lane Zyvoloski, an MSUM
junior and a Campus News
reporter last spring, has been
named a national finalist in
the College Broadcasters Inc.
National Student Production
Contest.
College Broadcasters, Inc.
is a national organization that
represents students involved in
radio, television, webcasting and
other related media. Zyvoloski’s
piece titled “Mandala” is one
of four finalists in the Best
News
Reporting
category.
Senior Kaitlyn Teske was the
photographer for the report.
“Mandala” is a story about
Tibetan monks who visited
NDSU to create a sand mandala.
It took them more than four days
to construct the multicolored
symbol of peace. Zyvoloski was
recently awarded a National
Television Arts and Sciences
Student Television Award for
Excellence in the Arts and
Entertainment/Cultural Affairs
category for the same story.
The winners of the CBI
National Student Production
Awards Competition will be
announced later this fall at
the College Broadcasters, Inc.
national meeting in Orlando, Fla.
Campus News is produced
by students in the department of
mass communications and airs on
Prairie Public Television during
the spring semester.
MSUM briefs taken from Dragon Digest.

Looking for some extra

Holiday Cash?

Midco Connec ons is currently
hiring seasonal associates who
can work anywhere from 20-40
hours per week.
• No Collec ons! No Outbound Calls!
• Fun Atmosphere, Casual Dress, Great People
•Weekend Shi Rate Diﬀeren als

A end a Job Fair:

Friday, Sept. 23
Saturday, Sept. 24
Thursday, Sept. 29
Friday, Sept. 30
Friday, Sept. 30

5pm –7pm
9am – 1pm
5pm – 7:30pm
8:30am – 11:30am
1pm – 3pm

Posi on Requirements:
• Weekends required–Both Sat. and Sun.
• Ability to pass basic data entry test and
background check.
• Computer and customer service
experience required

Apply Today!

Complete an applica on online at
www.midcoconnec ons.com
4725 Amber Valley Parkway
Fargo, North Dakota EOE
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Literary magazine features Dragons
ADVOCATE STAFF REPORTS

Poetry. Fiction. Nonfiction.
Pick any genre in the area’s
newest literary publication, Lake
Region Review, and read the
creative work of Dragons.
Professor
emeritus
Mark
Vinz, English, co-edits the debut
issue with Athena Kildegaard,
a lecturer at the University of
Minnesota Morris. As members
of Lake Region Writers Network,
a three-year-old nonprofit, Vinz
and Kildegaard worked with
other board members to prepare
the first issue for release during
their Oct. 1 writing conference at
MSCTC Fergus Falls.
The 138-page debut issue
celebrates
established
and
emerging Lake Region voices,
11 of the 27 writers have
connections to MSUM. Many of
the contributors were students
and/or instructors in the Master
of Fine Arts in creative writing
program, which Vinz co-founded
in 1995 and coordinated through
1998.
Fiction writer Leif Enger,

(English, 1983) writes about a
writer’s sense of place in his
nonfiction piece, “The Mud
We’re Made Of,” and Travis
Moore, an MSUM senior, has
two poems “And a Walk Around
the Block” and “Past the Fence.”
They’re joined by four
MSUM faculty members: Lin
Enger, “Flight” (fiction); Yahya
Frederickson, “Holiday Lights”
and “Waiting” (poetry); Kevin
Zepper, “Moonman” (poetry);
and Gerri Stowman, “Carter’s
Rush” (nonfiction). Vinz was
also persuaded to include two
of his prose poems, “The Way
It Works” and “Wandering the
Lakes.” Linda Lein (English) also
serves on the magazine’s staff.
But the Dragons don’t end
there. Professor emeritus Arnie
Johanson (philosophy) won
the poetry prize with “In the
Mississippi,” one of two of his
poems published in the debut
issue. Other alumni writers
included are Cynthia Ekren,
“The Explorer”; Heidi Kratzke,
“white”; and John Zdrazil,
“Notices.”
The
magazine's

production editor is a mass
communications alumna, Joy
Minion.
Vinz calls the publication an
attempt to nurture the region’s
growing literary community.
“Anyone who’s been involved
with the editing or production
of a nonprofit literary magazine
truly knows the meaning of
the phrase ‘labor of love',” he
said. “Magazines such as Lake
Region Review do not exist
without a great deal of good will,
cooperation and volunteered
time, to say nothing of the love
of the region and the desire to
celebrate its writers.”
Vinz also lauds LRWN
chairman Luke Anderson of
Battle Lake, Minn., for his vision
of developing a network for
creative writers. “Luke saw a
need and used his background in
non-profits to make it happen.”
“I came to creative writing
late in life,” Anderson said. “I
started attending a writing group
in Fergus Falls and realized how
much interest there is in learning
to write creatively at any age.

After taking some classes at The
Loft and getting a few things
published, I thought it would
be good to have a network for
creative writers in west central
Minnesota.”
Anderson’s background in
managing nonprofits helped
him put together a board that
has organized an annual writing
conference for the past three
years and is launching its first
publication with support from
Print and Mail Services at Otter
Tail Power Company in Fergus
Falls, Minn. In addition to Vinz,
other MSUM-connected board
members include Lein, Kratzke
and Stowman.
First copies of the magazine
will be released on Oct. 1 at
MSCTC Fergus Falls during a
writing conference headlined
by Leif Enger, author of “Peace
Like A River,” one of Time
Magazine’s top-five novels of
2001 and a New York Times best
seller list favorite. His second
novel, “So Brave, Young, and
MAGAZINE, BACK PAGE

Leif Enger

Mark Vinz

KMSC entertains students
BY ANDREW JASON
jasonan@mnstate.edu

KMSC Dragon Radio is
MSUM’s radio station which
broadcasts online at dragonradio.
org and on frequency 1500 AM.
The station has 27 shows for a
total of 54 hours of programming
a week. KMSC is set up as an
independent radio station run by
student volunteers.
According to its website,
the principal goal of KMSC
is “to provide an opportunity
for students to broadcast to the
campus music of a ‘college’
genre.” It strives to play the best
in college and indie music.
“We have quite a diverse lay
(of music),” said student station
manager Dustin Johnson.
KMSC broadcasts talk shows
as well. For example, Matt
Beckman and Tyler Sorensen,
DJs of “Sunday Soiree,” talk
about issues and then play music
pertaining to what they talk about.
“I enjoy broadcasting and I find
it enjoyable,” Beckman said. “I
feel like it goes along with video
and writing. It’s a third pillar
to communication. We enjoy
challenging ourselves to make it
sound professional.”
Unique to KMSC is the show,

“The Lair.” This show talks
about MSUM sports with scores,
interviews and commentaries.
The show is from 10 to 11 a.m.
every Thursday.
KMSC
offers
experience
for students looking to get into
broadcast or for those who simply
love music.
“I love audio and music,”
Johnson said. “It’s a good foot in
the door if you want to get into
broadcast.”
KMSC has shows or music

playing on an automated system
everyday with an off-air time
from 3 to 7 a.m. everyday. The
frequency, 1500 AM, reaches
about a half-mile from campus.
KMSC can be found on
Facebook at KMSC Dragon Radio
or on Twitter at KMSC 1500 AM.
This unique radio station isn’t
well known on campus but is
available for every student.
“We encourage everyone who
loves music to give Dragon Radio
a try,” Johnson said.

“There’s nothing to do here.”
“This town is only fun if you’re
21.”
Statements like this are common
around the Fargo-Moorhead area.
Many students are looking for
something to do that also fits into
their tight budgets.
The Fargo Theatre offers
an incomparable source of
entertainment that other local
theaters do not. This theater
specializes in independent and
foreign films. It also holds
concerts and many different film
events.
The Classic Film Series 2011
happens the second Thursday

Friday, September 30
32 BELOW
10PM Show • Ages 21+
The Venue @ The Hub
Saturday, October 8
WILLIAMS & REE
7:30PM Show • All Ages
Fargo Theatre
Saturday, October 8
GIRL TALK
8PM Show • All Ages
The Venue @ The Hub
Wednesday, October 12
JO KOY as seen on CHELSEA LATELY
8PM Show • Mature Audiences
Fargo Theatre

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

From left, Dustin Johnson, Marshal Woroniecki and Zac Vye are the voices
behind the VGTunes on Dragon Radio.

Fargo Theatre offers unique
entertainment for everybody
BY KRISTIN KIRTZ
kirtzkr@mnstate.edu

Thursday, September 22
JEREMIH w/ BIG REENO, TREY LANE, YUNGSTARZ,
& TRIZ
7PM Show • All Ages
The Venue @ The Hub

of every month all year long.
Upcoming movies are “The
Exorcist,” in October, “Some
Like it Hot,” in November and
“It’s a Wonderful Life,” in
December. All show times are at
7:30 p.m.
Another film event, happening
at 7:30 p.m. on Sept. 30 and
Oct. 1, is silent movie night. The
upcoming featured movie is “Dr.
Jack” starring Harold Lloyd. You
can buy tickets in advance at any
Hornbacher’s for $12 or at the
door for $14.
Although most of the events at
the Fargo Theatre are film based,
it also holds concerts. Through
Dec. 15-18 the Emmy Awardwinning group The Blenders will
return to Fargo – their hometown

— to perform at the Fargo
Theatre. Tickets went on sale
Sept. 9 and can only be purchased
online through Tickets 300.
The Fargo Theatre offers a
college friendly hangout. Movie
tickets are only $8 with a student
ID.
Sean Volk, the operations
manager at the Fargo Theatre,
explained why college students
should check out the theater.
“The movies we show and the
concerts we hold are unique to
this area. One night downtown
and you’ll find something good
and different,” he said.
The Fargo Theatre is located
at 314 Broadway in Fargo. For
more information visit their site
at www.fargotheatre.org.

Sunday, October 16
THE TEMPTATIONS
7:30PM Show • All Ages
Fargo Theatre
Friday, October 21
G AND TONY THE BUTCHER
ANDRE NICKATINA w/ KIPP
& LOST ANGEL CREW
8PM Show • All Ages
The Venue @ The Hub
Friday, October 28
HAIRBALL
9PM Doors • Ages 21+
The Venue @ The Hub

SKATTERMAN • Saturday, September 24 • Ages 21+ • The Aquarium
HAWTHORNE HEIGHTS • Saturday, October 1 • All Ages • The Aquarium
JAMES MCMURTRY • Sunday, October 2 • Ages 21+ • The Aquarium
TRAILER PARK BOYS • Monday, October 3 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre • SOLD OUT
ROOT CITY BAND feat. Heatbox • Thursday, October 6 • Ages 21+ • The Aquarium
MIKE POSNER • Tuesday, November 1 • All Ages • The Venue @ The Hub
40oz. TO FREEDOM • Wednesday, November 9 • Ages 21+ • The Aquarium
LEON RUSSELL • Saturday, November 12 • All Ages • Belle Mehus Auditorium, Bismark, ND
ROY CLARK • Sunday, November 13 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre
TECH N9NE • Tuesday, November 15 • All Ages • The Venue @ The Hub
WOOKIEFOOT w/ JON WAYNE • Friday, November 18 • Ages 21+ • The Venue @ The Hub
ROSANNE CASH • Saturday, November 19 • All Ages • Fargo Theatre
GEAR DADDIES • Friday, November 25 • Ages 21+ • The Venue @ The Hub
AWAY IN THE BASEMENT (A Church Basement Ladies Christmas) • Nov. 25-27 • 5 Shows • Fargo Theatre
FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH • Tuesday, December 13 • All Ages • The Venue @ The Hub
THE NEW STANDARDS • Thursday, December 22 • All Ages • FM Community Theatre

Tickets for all shows are available at
(located at 300
Broadway; open M-F 12-6PM), by phone (701) 205-3182 & online at:

Opinion
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Advocate Editorial Board

DADT repeal long overdue

On Sept. 20, the United States ended its “Don’t ask,
don’t tell” policy, which has prohibited homosexuals
from serving openly in the military. The Advocate
would like to welcome the decision; it has been a
long time coming.
Up until now, the United States was alone among
industrialized countries in forbidding homosexuals
to serve in the military openly. This was an
embarrassment, and it is a relief to have finally
relegated it to the past.
Cataloging the amount of pain caused by forcing
homosexuals to discard their identities and loved
ones would be an unending task. It is an important
reminder of the power that ignorance and prejudice
can have and the amount of damage it can do.
Over the years, many here at MSUM have worked
to make the university friendly to the LGBTQ
(lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and questioning)
community, and we can now boast one of the more
successful campuses in this regard.
Though allowing an open exchange of opinions is the
most important service we can provide, it is the position
of The Advocate that anti-homosexual views are without
exception a display of ignorance.
While the repeal of “Don’t ask, don’t tell” is a
tremendous victory for human rights, there is still a
long way to go. Outdated marriage laws in many states
still treat homosexual couples as second-class citizens.
Change doesn’t happen overnight, but it’s nice to know
it’s happening.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and any submissions. They should be typed and
must include the writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday
and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Illustration by Grant Ertl

Evidence vs. ideology

Letter to the editor:

Smoking spaces?
(Note: All letters to the editor
are printed as recieved, with no
edits.)
“Tobacco Free Since January
1st 2008?” Says who?
I am writing this in response
to the Security Update from the
Thursday, September 15 th issue.
In a description of suspicious
activity on the east side of
Kise, the incident is stated as
happening near the smokers’
area. Another brief references a
smokers’ area near D Lot. Why
does a tobacco free campus
state having smoking areas in
the student newspaper? This

confuses me because I have
been told by administrators,
admission representatives, and
numerous posters that MSUM
has been a tobacco-free campus
since January 1st 2008. The
discovery of “smokers’ areas”
left my roommate and me with
one question.
If there are
smokers’ areas on a tobaccofree campus, then on this
also dry campus, where is the
drinking area?
Sent by:
Jesika McCauley
Senior

Do you think interesting thoughts?
Share them with other college humans.
Contact Matt at lechma@mnstate.edu

I

BY MATT LECH
lechma@mnstate.edu

n the past few years, you
might have had a friend
become a “libertarian.” If
you’ve somehow escaped them
telling you what this means,
let me tell you: Saying you are
a libertarian is a fun way to
distance yourself from dimea-dozen college liberals while
still making sure people don’t
think you are homophobic or
against marijuana legalization.
Libertarians are the people
who like to believe government
regulation is the root of all evil.
They will often mention “Big
Brother,” a reference to George
Orwell’s “Nineteen EightyFour” about a government that
has its citizens under constant
surveillance and uses mind
control. They will reference
Orwell’s work gladly (“Animal
Farm” is another favorite), but
strangely neglect to mention

that Orwell himself was a
socialist.
Libertarians are right about
some things. The “war on
drugs” has been a disaster,
causing far more harm than
good. The government does
spend far too much money,
especially on defense. And
there are certainly cases where
government regulations do
impede economic growth in
ways that are detrimental to the
average citizen.
But the problem with
libertarians is the exact same
as the problem with hard-core
socialists: They start with a
conclusion. Admitting that the
government can do something
better than free enterprise
is
positively
forbidden
to libertarianism, just as
admitting that free enterprise
can do something better than
central planning is forbidden to
socialism.
This is why it is remarkably
simple to make them appear
absurd with a few basic
questions. Last May, Ron Paul,
perhaps the most prominent
libertarian, was asked if he
would have supported the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the one that
outlawed racial segregation.
He said he would not have,
because it violates property
rights. So Ron Paul believes
restaurant owners should be
allowed to put “Whites Only”
signs out front.

What about when the answer
isn’t as obvious as “racism is
bad.” Healthcare is an area
where it is entirely possible
that the free market could
perform better than socialized
care. But it doesn’t. The United
States is the only industrialized
nation that does not have
universal healthcare. We rank
37th in overall care. The reason
why private healthcare doesn’t
work, by the way, is because —
unlike iPods — if you can’t pay
for healthcare, you die.
In this sense, libertarianism
is every bit as foolish and
naive as communism. The only
difference is that communism
is based on sharing and
libertarianism is based on
selfishness.
Instead, we have to take an
evidence-based approach to
government. If the free market
is better, then let it do its
thing. If the government is
better, legislate. It is the height
of childishness to pick teams
when it comes to economic
decisions. We all want the
United States to prosper, unless
you’re reading this from a
terrorist training camp.
Finally, it wasn’t the free
market that landed us on the
moon. It was taxes. Taxes
landed us on the moon. And
science, but that’s another
column.

Opinion
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Dispelling the myth of
calorie-free energy drinks
M
BY KEVIN ACKLEY
ackleyke@mnstate.edu

any people believe
that energy drinks
such as Red Bull,
Monster and the 5 Hour
Energy shot are special
concoctions that “have a lot
of energy in them.” To most
people this usually amounts
to thinking about how much
caffeine it has, while not
really understanding what it
means for a drink to have
energy.
In addition to that, more
and more people are looking
for ways to maintain their
energy level to keep up with
their busy schedules and at the
same time keep their calories
low for fear of putting on
weight.
Lucky for them, it just so
happens that many of these
brands’ products are sugar/
calorie-free or produce a
version that is sugar/caloriefree. But does this really do
anything for them? Many
people argue “yes” simply
based off of feeling more
energized after drinking one,
but this becomes problematic
when you actually look at

what calories are.
Simply put, calories are the
energy that is found in food.
If you don’t have calories,
there is no sense whatsoever
in calling it an energy drink.
This is true for zero-to-low
calorie energy drinks, but
even energy drinks with a

this may seem beneficial for
a drink to be loaded with
vitamins, but the reality is
that these don’t actually do
anything for the amount of
energy you have, and unless
you have a pre-existing
vitamin deficiency, it’s
probably just going to make

“Essentially, what you’re doing if you buy a
zero-to-low calorie energy drink is paying for
a canned placebo...”
normal amount of calories
don’t provide much more
than you would find in an
equivalent amount of your
average soft drink.
At this point you may be
thinking to yourself, “There’s
other stuff in there besides the
caloric content, doesn’t that
do anything?” So let’s take a
look at the more commonly
found ingredients in these
drinks.
First off there’s the vitamin
content. On the face of it,

you go to the bathroom more.
Taurine is another ingredient
often touted by energy drink
companies as having some
sort of impact on “energy and
performance.” This doesn’t
actually amount to much for
most people because if you
consume meat, taurine is
already plentiful in your diet.
Even with that fact in hand,
there is no evidence that
taurine provides anything as
far as energy goes, though it
does play an important role as

far as nutrition is concerned.
This brings us to the
kicker: caffeine. Caffeine
certainly does have a number
of physiological effects, but
it’s still widely debated as
to whether or not it actually
does anything to increase
awareness and cognitive
function. Even if awareness
was increased by caffeine, it’s
something entirely separate
from energy, so it’s still not
relevant to the whole “energy
drink” issue.
Essentially, what you’re
doing if you buy a zero-to-low
calorie energy drink is paying
for a canned placebo, and
regular energy drinks don’t
have anything over most soft
drinks that deem them worthy
of the special “energy” title.
Maybe what we should do
instead of forking over cash
to a company willing to sell
you a placebo every time we
feel tired is just to pretend
we’re having one or, better
yet, have some food with a
sufficient number of calories
that is actually healthy.
There’s an idea.

Women revealed: Love tactics
T
BY MEGHAN FEIR
feirme@mnstate.edu

here appears to be a profuse amount
of confusion when it comes to
understanding the female psyche,
especially for males.
To aid you men of the land in your quest
to capture the heart of an unassuming
damsel, I have included the following 11
guidelines. She’ll be yours before you can
utter, “Thank you, Meghan. Your heart is
kind and true.”
1. After inviting her to accompany
you on a dinner date, make sure you
go Dutch. Females in this day and age
are independent. Naturally, she will be
offended by your chauvinistic manner of
implying that she isn’t as successful as
you, and would therefore need you to
provide financial assistance for the meal.
Don’t be a cad.
2. Don’t ever try holding her hand. If
she wanted to hold your hand, she’d have
started it herself.

3. Let her be the man. We’ve been
waiting to wear the pants in relationships
since the dawn of time. If any issues arise,
let her be the one to bring it up. That’s not
your job. However, most men have caught
on to this by now and follow it religiously.
4. Make, no, let her take out the trash,
even though she does everything else
around the place already.
5. Always leave the seat up, and never
replace the toilet paper.
6. Stop complimenting us on our outward
beauty. It makes you seem even shallower
than we already know you are.
7. Remember: Even if you are in a
relationship, feel free to flirt with as many
females as you wish, but only if they are
willing participants.
8. We love guessing games, especially
when you stop talking to us. Don’t give
us any hints as to why you’ve cut off all
means of communication. We know you’re

bad at communicating, so keep it comin’.
I’m proud to say that some men have
already mastered these tips (plus more!)
and have been practicing this lifestyle
almost flawlessly. For the rest of you,
however, keep in mind that practice makes
perfect.
9. Continue wearing penny loafers and
rolled-up jeans to expose your chickenlegged calves. It gives you an almost
Audrey Hepburn-esque aura and brings out
your feminine sensitivity to style.
10. Keep that swagger of slumpeddown shoulders and that blank look of
indifference towards the world.
11. Don’t worry about introducing
yourselves to us. We’ll come up to you.
Disclaimer: This column was full of lies
and twisted humor. If you see yourself
or anyone you love following any of the
behaviors listed above, please find help
immediately.
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HOMELESS, FROM FRONT
shelter with an anticipated stay
of 30 days.
“The three (residents between
18 and 25) who are here today,
they are in classes with people,
and their classmates I’m sure have
no idea where they’re staying,”
Roberts said.

‘I was alone’

Reaching the point where he is
able to continue his education at
MSUM was a struggle for Rakos.
When Rakos was 10 years old,
his parents divorced. His father
moved to the Twin Cities area;
Rakos, his mom and his older
sister stayed where they were
living in San Diego.
“After that everything kind of
went chaotic,” Rakos said.
His mother started binge
drinking and taking several
different drugs. She was also
gone for several days at a time,
dealing drugs.
“Me and my sister kind of
raised ourselves,” Rakos said.
But eventually, Rakos’ sister
started drugs too. Soon after,
social services got involved, and
at 11 years old, Rakos was brought
to a foster home for three months.
Then Rakos moved to
Rockford, Minn., to live with an
aunt and uncle on his dad’s side
of the family.
“It was uncomfortable,” Rakos
said. “I was alone.” He didn’t
know anyone, and he wasn’t
close with the family members.
In the summer of 1998, after
Rakos’ mother completed a year
of treatment for her addictions,
she moved to St. Cloud, Minn.,
and regained custody of her
children.
Soon, the family moved to
Sauk Rapids, Minn., where Rakos
started to see his mother fall back
into drug addiction.
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“After that, she started to
move into the drinking on top
of (drugs),” Rakos said. “I could
tell she was drinking and trying
to hide it, and also abusing her
medications.”
His sister resumed her drug
habits as well. She had been in
and out of treatment, “but it just
wasn’t working,” Rakos said.

‘Remember I love you’

Around the time of his sister’s
treatments, Rakos’ mother went
back to San Diego for a few
months. On a weekend when
Rakos was visiting her there, she
was murdered.
“She was shot, and she bled to
death and died, over a situation
that I don’t know,” Rakos said.
At 14 years old, Rakos
witnessed his mother’s murder
and shot the man who murdered
her.
“I went up around the stairwell.
I saw the guy hollering with the
gun pointed at my mom, and as
soon as I rose to start running
at him, he pulled the trigger – I
don’t know if I startled him or
not – and shot her in the chest,”
Rakos said.
“I then jumped, and grabbed
the gun and wrestled it from him,
and at this point my mind was in
a different area,” Rakos said. He
was crying, he said, as he watched
his mom bleed.
“She said ‘Remember I love
you, remember I love you,’” he
said.
“I took the gun, and pointed it
to the guy’s head as I made him
lay on the ground, and I shot
him,” Rakos said.
Rakos solemnly said he probably
could have waited and called 9-1-1,
but he doesn’t regret what he did. If
he hadn’t shot that man, he could
have been shot, he said.
The court system was behind

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Stephen Rakos is currently staying at the Dorothy Day House while going to school at MSUM.

Rakos, because he was acting in
self-defense, he said.
“They felt there was no reason
that I should even be charged,”
Rakos said.
The case took a year and a
half. Eventually, it was settled
that Rakos would serve one year
in federal prison, but wouldn’t
start until he was 18. He was
also sentenced to 15 years of
supervised probation.
“Under the rule of law, if you
commit some kind of an act,
and somebody dies, there is a
consequence,” Rakos said.

‘Time to assess’
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After the case was settled,
Rakos went back to Sauk Rapids
to live with his sister. At this
point, he was also diagnosed with
a subconscious anxiety disorder,
multi-personality
disorder,
bipolar disorder, depression and
post-traumatic stress syndrome.
Rakos went to Sauk RapidsRice High School. While
studying there, he developed a
drug addiction for the first time.
Eventually, he moved away
from his sister because she was
caught in her own drug addictions,
and moved to Monticello, Minn.,
to live with another aunt and
uncle from his dad’s side of the
family.
He commuted about 40 minutes
to Sauk Rapids each school day
to continue going to school with
his friends. After school, Rakos
stayed in the St. Cloud area to
work. He’d get home around
10:30 each night, usually with
homework to do, he said.
Rakos finished high school,
and, after serving his sentence in
federal prison, he moved to FargoMoorhead with his girlfriend. She
went to Concordia and he went to
Minnesota State Community and
Technical College in Moorhead.

After graduating from MSCTC,
Rakos got a job in Fargo.
In 2009, Rakos started taking
some classes at MSUM. But he
struggled with depression, until
he was unable to continue those
classes.
“Things started going downhill
from there,” Rakos said. “I started
getting involved with the wrong
people, and then I had gotten
caught for something.”
He went to jail for six months.
“While I was in there, I had
a lot of time to assess and think
about things, so right away when
I got out, I went to the Dorothy
Day House,” Rakos said.

Perspectives on
homelessness

Ellner said that there are
societal stereotypes surrounding
homelessness.
“If
you
don’t
interact
with
people
experiencing
homelessness, you maybe just
see what you read in the paper,
what you hear on the news – even
myself, before I got this job, I
didn’t understand it to the level
that I do now,” she said.
Ellner and Roberts share
the belief that a good way to
understand the condition of
homelessness is to volunteer at a
homeless shelter.
Roberts also addressed that
homeless people often are
indistinguishable from those who
are not homeless.
“You might just very well have
people in classes with you who
are homeless, whether they’re
staying with us or living in their
car,” he said.
Ellner, with Dorothy Day,
and Roberts, with Churches
United, both have the goal of
helping homeless people move
forward. This is accomplished by
providing them with services to

help find jobs, medical attention
and permanent housing.

Rakos at Dorothy Day

Rakos has been taking steps
to improve his circumstances.
He arranged to restart classes at
MSUM this semester, doublemajoring in human relations and
psychology, and minoring in
leadership.
He’s also been working toward
finding his own apartment, so he
can move out of Dorothy Day.
Rakos credits much of his
success to the staff at the Dorothy
Day house.
The staff helps each Dorothy
Day resident come up with a plan
for how they will accomplish
what they need to, such as finding
permanent housing, continuing
their education or finding a job.
People aren’t allowed to stay
at Dorothy Day unless they are
working toward these goals.
“The staff are incredible,”
Rakos said. “They are there to
help you. They counsel you; they
can help you with research. They
support you, and tell you how
good you’re doing. I love them
to death. Without that move to a
homeless shelter, which I thought
would be terrible, I would not be
where I’m at today.”

To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
charlyhaley.blogspot.com
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Student’s novel embraces paranormal craze
BY MEGHAN FEIR
feirme@mnstate.edu

Paranormality has lost its
bite. What was once mysterious
and odd has become the norm.
With authors and Hollywood
romanticizing
all
things
vampiric, it’s no wonder strong
opinions for both sides of the
spectrum have been formed
and debated.
Young adults can be seen
wearing shirts showcasing
the phrases “Bite me,” “Love
sucks” and “Screw being
a princess. I want to be a
vampire!” The list of punny
vampire references goes on.
Barnes & Noble, the major
book-selling franchise, even has
a section dedicated to “Teen
Paranormal Romance” novels.
Books such as “Beautiful
Darkness” and “Unnatural,”
along with many others fill almost
an entire aisle. These thrilling
romance novels, most notably
The Twilight Saga, seem to be
dominant literature of today.
Many say this craze has gone
past the point of ridiculousness,
but
Skyler
DeGrote,
a
sophomore at MSUM studying
mass communications with an
emphasis in advertising, thinks
of it as a positive. Her recently
published book, “Soul,” deals
with vampires and witches, and
the devil himself.
Though her 188-page novel
deals with vampires, she said
that, “most people would say it’s
like ‘Twilight,’ but it’s not at all
like ‘Twilight.’”
In “Soul,” every generation
triplet vampire sisters are reborn
and must not allow the devil to
escape hell. The first generation
of triplet sisters placed a spell on
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Skyler DeGrote is a sophomore at MSUM and recently had her first of three books published by Amazon.

him, confining him to his fiery
domain, but he was able to find
a crack in the curse’s stronghold.
Fast forward to modern day
suburbia. The 13th generation of
triplet sisters is now in existence
and must either find a way to
place the devil back in hell or to
destroy him completely, once and
for all.
The first installment of The
Soul Collection has a few tinges
of romantic tension, but the novel
is mainly about the journey these

three vampires must face.
DeGrote’s own journey, to
write and publish her first book
took time, research and a lot of
perseverance.
“When I was little, I was told
that I could not succeed, and it
kind of just drove me to prove
myself to the world and to myself
that I could do whatever I put my
mind to,” DeGrote said.
It took her two years of research
to find the most efficient way
to get her book published. Her

mother, who also serves as her
editor, found that Amazon.com
was the most affordable option.
However, the process became
grueling.
After a month of sending
corrected copy after corrected
copy back to Amazon, the
formatting was finally perfected
and ready to be sold. “Soul” was
published last May, and DeGrote
is hopeful that the second novel
of the trilogy will be published
this December, just in time for

the holidays.
Her best advice to readers is to
keep an open mind.
“If you find a good book, sit
down and read it. Don’t listen
to what other people say about
the genre or anything ‘cause if
they say the genre is overrated,
then you won’t be as excited to
read the book even though it’s
most likely a really good book,”
DeGrote said.
Her passion for encouraging
others to pick up the pen and
persevere goes beyond the
paranormal genre of her writing.
So, whether vampires continue
to rake in revenue or not, her
positive message will continue to
convey inspiration to friends and
readers alike.
“Honestly, anyone could write
a book if they just sat down
and stopped thinking that they
couldn’t. When I was little, I
was told I wasn’t a good writer,
I couldn’t do this. This wasn’t
a thing that I should go into.
But I always liked writing short
stories,” DeGrote said. “You
have to surround yourself with
people who believe that you can
do whatever you put your mind
to, and then you have to believe
it yourself. Then you can do
anything.”
To order a copy of “Soul” by
Skyler DeGrote, find her book
on Amazon.com for a paperback
copy or e-book for Kindle.

To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
daysofourmeghan.blogspot.com

Lucy’s presents speedy service
TYLER SORENSEN
sorensty@mnstate.edu
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Lucy Penney, the owner of Lucy’s North China Cuisine, offers a very warm
welcome to those who come to her establishment.

It’s remarkably difficult to
review Lucy’s North China
Cuisine objectively because
the restaurant itself is just so
endearing.
Lucy’s – which opened about
a year ago at 3003 32nd Ave. S.
in Fargo – takes its name from its
charming owner, Lucy Penney.
On the idle weekend afternoon
that I visited, Penney seemed
to be the only one there, taking
orders at the register as well as
serving patrons at their tables.
While talented chefs certainly
worked in the back, I couldn’t
help but smile at the quaint image
of the proprietor doubling as the
toiling waitress, even with her
name in lights above the front
door.
What’s appealing to me about
Penney’s restaurant is its sincerity.
In this post-Applebee’s age of
mass-produced kitsch, Lucy’s is
simply a delightful place to enjoy
a meal. You won’t find hollow
novelty items cluttering the walls
or overbearing music pervading
the dining area.
The art in Lucy’s is minimalistic
and vaguely reminiscent of those
abstract geometric paintings that

everyone’s seen before. The
lighting fixtures that hang above
the booths are chic and narrow.
Instead of water, the glass vases
at each table hold a couple of fake
flowers and a handful of loose
change.

Lucy’s makes no attempt to
transport the Fargoan to North
China through its decor, and
that’s a-okay. In fact, it’s
ADVOEATS, BACKPAGE

HAVE SCHOOL
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Become an AmeriCorps Member
at the YMCA and receive
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towards your education
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Cory
recommends:
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Nemzek Noize members give tips
for the homecoming game

Hannah
recommends:

Minimal
clothing is
preferred.

Be as loud as
you can be!

Find the
smallest shorts
possible,
preferably a
kids’ medium.

Wear any
Dragon gear
you have.

Look like
you’re ready to
cheer.

Sit by
someone you
don’t know.
Cory Johnson (left) and Hannah Savoy

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

Student group continues to make ‘Noize’
BY MEGHAN FEIR
feirme@mnstate.edu

Before you step out of your
dorm room carrying loads of
laundry to bring home, rethink
your weekend options.
Nemzek Noize, a student
organization determined to show
their support for Dragon athletic
events, is always happy to
welcome more students into their
group.
Hannah Savoy, a junior double
majoring in mass communications
and communication studies, is the
marketing executive for Nemzek
Noize. She encourages students
to have fun and meet new people
by becoming involved with the
student group.
“You can have fun on this
campus and a lot of people

don’t realize that,” Savoy said.
“Sporting events can be a blast.
I’ve met so many good people
through Nemzek Noize just
going to the games and sitting by
someone new. You never know
who you’ll meet. It’s just a good
time.”
Not only is it fun, it also creates
a welcoming atmosphere for the
athletes. “We’ve gotten a lot of
good feedback from them saying
they absolutely love having
Nemzek Noize at the games, and
we have teams that ask us to go to
games just so they can have that
pump up,” Savoy said. “It gets
them fired up for the games and
it gives us a fun time to be there.
School pride.”
Cory Johnson, a sophomore
criminal justice major, is also a

member of Nemzek Noize. He
also finds the tone they set to be
a positive addition to sporting
events.
“In high school, our athletics
weren’t great, so the fans weren’t
great either. It’s nice to have a
student organization just to show
their support,” Johnson said.
Last year at a blackout game,
Johnson wore nothing but black
socks and black spandex. He then
completely covered himself in
black body paint. “I had to take a
45-minute shower,” he said.
For this year’s homecoming,
his get-up could get even crazier.
“Oh, it’s going to be bad. Well,
from my point of view, it’s gonna
be great, but if my parents saw it,
they would probably disown me.”
Spandex, wigs, feather boas

Medium
1 Topping
Pizza $7.99

and, most importantly, short
shorts and body paint are
essentials. Apart from these
pivotal accessories, Savoy said
the perfect supporter must be “as
loud as you can be. Besides the
short shorts and body paint, you
have to have the loud voice to go
with it.”
Dragon sporting events have
seen students dressed in dragon
and even Zorro costumes, but
the most important thing is to be
there.
“Anyone can join. All you have
to do is you can show up to a
game. We’ll have a slip of paper
for you to sign and you can stand
in the section with us. Be loud,”
Savoy said. “You don’t even have
to stand with us. You can go and
sit with your friends, but you

know, the more the merrier.”
Nemzek Noize will be
actively participating with the
homecoming games on both
Friday and Saturday.
“On Friday night, we’re doing a
white-out, so everyone just wears
white. On Saturday, it’s Dragon
Pride day, so wear any Dragon
gear you have and you’ll be set.”
Nemzek Noize will also be
working with the Homecoming
5K and participating in the parade
that Saturday.
Contact Nemzek Noize at
thenoize@mnstate.edu for more
information on becoming a
member, or join their Facebook
page.
To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
daysofourmeghan.blogspot.com
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Dragons lose,
move to 1-2

BY DANNY DETERMAN
determda@mnstate.edu

The Upper Iowa University
Peacocks managed to stifle a
Dragon rally late in the game to
earn a 45-31 victory on Saturday
in Fayette, Iowa.
The Peacocks capitalized
on an early mistake by the
Dragons, returning a fumble for a
touchdown on the first play from
scrimmage.
Senior wide receiver Brandon
Thompson answered on the next
drive with two big runs that led to
three-yard run for a touchdown to
tie the game at 7-7.
After another touchdown
from the Peacocks, the Dragons
drove 56 yards to answer with a
field goal by sophomore kicker
Wes Kramer. The Dragons next
drive fell short, and the Peacocks
sophomore wide receiver Drew
Kaluzny answered with a
touchdown reception to make the
score 21-10.

The Dragons took advantage of
a Peacock fumble in the second
quarter, as senior quarterback
Kevin Koch found senior wide
receiver Kendall Hendon in the
end zone for a 10-yard touchdown.
However, the Peacocks would
answer with a 32-yard rush from
freshman running back Chris
Smith. At halftime, the Peacocks
led the Dragons 28-17.
The second half started with a
66-yard drive for the Peacocks and
another touchdown from Smith.
Another Dragon fumble would
prove costly, as the Peacocks
scored another touchdown off of
the turnover. The third quarter
ended with the Dragons down by
25 points.
A quick field goal brought
the score to 45-17 at the start
of the fourth quarter, but the
Dragons would respond with
two touchdowns – one on a 20yard rush from senior running
back E’boni Lucious-West, and
one on a 20-yard reception from

junior tight end Shawn Marlowe
to cut the deficit to 14 points. The
Peacocks held the score at 45-31
and went on to win.
Koch completed 13 of 21
passes for 136 yards and two
touchdowns, while Thompson
and Lucious-West combined for
190 yards on the ground, each
with one touchdown. Hendon
and Marlowe provided the two
receiving touchdowns for the
Dragons.
Freshman cornerback Zack
Askelson
and
sophomore
linebacker Brad Hauer led the
Dragon defense, each recording
six tackles and a forced fumble.
The Dragons moved to 1-2
overall on the season and 0-2 in
Northern Sun Intercollegiate play.
They will celebrate homecoming
with a home game against
the University of Minnesota,
Crookston at 1 p.m. Saturday.

Soccer remains
undefeated
BY HANNAH SAVOY
savoyha@mnstate.edu

The Dragon soccer team is now 5-0-1 after
their home game against University of Minnesota
Duluth on Saturday. The Dragons finished the
game with a winning score of 2-1 after going into
overtime against the Bulldogs.
The Bulldogs began the game strong and
scored only 15 minutes into the game, leaving the
Dragons fighting to catch up. The score remained
at 0-1 in favor of the Bulldogs for the first half
and far into the second. It was not until the final
minutes of the second half that junior midfielder
Jordyn Wallenborn scored on the Bulldogs. This
put the Dragons at a tied score of 1-1. When the
time ran out, the Dragons began their 10-minute
overtime fight against the Bulldogs for the gamewinning goal.

Two minutes into overtime, Wallenborn
came through again for the Dragons scoring the
game-winning goal with the help of an assist
from sophomore Amanda Wurdeman. Dragon
sophomore goalkeeper Victoria Hoffman saved
six shots during the game, only allowing one
goal to be made by the Bulldogs.
The Dragons played the Beavers of Bemidji
(Minn.) State University on Sunday with the
game ending in a 0-0 score. This keeps the
Dragons with their undefeated status and a
record of 5-0-1.
With five wins so far this season, the Dragons
continue to fly the “Win” flag over their soccer
field. The Dragons will play the Huskies of St.
Cloud State University at 4 p.m. on Saturday,
and Concordia, St. Paul at 4 p.m. on Sunday in
hopes of keeping their undefeated streak alive.
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Pep rally hosted in Nemzek

LINDSEY ANDERSON • andersolin@mnstate.edu

Homecoming Royals came out to the Pep Rally to encourage school spirit.
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HONORS, FROM FRONT
Now, Goerke is working with
the honors students to make that
change.
Danielle Saul, a senior honors
student and the honors dragon
mentor, has been a big part of the
vision.
“We are working to revamp
the program to include weekly
study nights and activities for all
honors students,” Saul said. “In
the past, after your freshman year,
there was not any ‘community’
events or programs. This year
we are going to focus on creating
a community for all honors
students and not just those living
on the honors’ floor.”
Saul and Goerke are working
with Flores to create the ideal
program for honors students.
ADVOEATS, FROM PAGE 7
preferable because the food at
Lucy’s undoubtedly does a much
better job of representing North
China than a glossy print of the
Great Wall.
The only novel concept for a
Lucy’s first-timer is the ordering
process. Upon entering, a
sign directs customers to help
themselves to a menu and sit
wherever they like. When a party
decides what they want, it’s their
responsibility to order and pay up
front at the cash register. After
that, customers can collect their
napkins and utensils in a mock
buffet line and fill their drinks at a
soda fountain. The format is very
much a fast food-sit down hybrid.
The menu sports an impressive
amount of dishes, although
without
descriptions.
Part
because I felt pressed for time and
part because I felt exceptionally
unadventurous, I ordered the
kung pao beef.
I don’t think I’ve ever
experienced faster restaurant
service than at Lucy’s, and
that’s not hyperbole; I’ve seen

“I would like the program to
be a place where students are reenergized, a place where students
are challenged, and a place where
students are exposed to many
ideas … the beauty of life,”
Flores said.
Flores and the students have
several plans to better the program
this year including more field
trips and events. Goerke is also
working on forming an argument
club to bring debate onto campus.
“I would like to see the honors
program highly involved on
campus,” Goerke said.
He would like the honors
program to be a pilot program to
more academic rigorousness.
“The vision will take two to
four years,” Goerke said. “It isn’t
a short-term process.”

MAGAZINE, FROM PAGE 3

Handsome,” also appeared on best-seller lists in 2008.
Anderson is pleased that the first issue of Lake
Region Review includes work of young writers like
Moore, as well as mid-life voices and nonfiction
pieces from two artists who didn’t write creatively
until they reached their seventh decade.
“We also feature a woman from Dilworth (Minn.),
Kim Larson, who attended our first conference
in 2009, took a few creative writing classes at
Concordia and is now being published for her very
first time.”

Thursday, Sept. 22, 2011
For more information on Lake Region Review
and LRWN’s fall writing conference, visit
www.lakeregionwriters.net. Early registration
discount ($50 for adults and $40 for students)
ends Saturday. Lake Region Review will
be available from LRWN’s website and
independent bookstores after Oct. 1 for $10.
To submit work for the 2012 issue, consult the “Call
for New Work” published in the 2011 edition or click
on “anthology” at LRWN’s website.
Rebecca Degeest and Heidi Jaeger contributed
to this story.

quite a few drive-thrus. Shortly
after I sat down again, the entree
arrived — courtesy of Penney
herself — with a small bowl of
white rice.
Served with mixed vegetables
and sprinkled with peanuts, the
kung pao beef proved to be a
roundly satisfying meal. On
the menu, a cayenne pepper
icon appeared to indicate that
it would be a spicy dish but I
found the beef to be rather tame
in reality. At $8.95, the price is
reasonable — even for a college
student — and dissuades any
minor quibbles one might have.
With so many unique dishes
to offer, Lucy’s North China
Cuisine naturally encourages
patrons to try new things.
After reviewing the menu for
the umpteenth time, there are
plenty of interesting entrees that
I would love to try.
Perhaps next time, I’ll order
the “happy family” for $10.25
and solve that personal mystery.

Classifieds
Private Pilot
Ground School

Pass the FAA Knowledge
(computer) test in just two
days.
SAT: 8am-6pm. SUN: 8am6pm
October 8 and 9, 2011

No materials or prep required.
FAA Wings credits available
Hilton Garden Inn
4351 17th Ave S
Fargo, ND 58125

2 story 3 bdrm.
All utilities paid. Sorry no pets
& no smoking. Available now.
Very close to MSUM. Call
701-237-5328 for more details
or to schedule a
viewing.
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Coupon

Just fill in
the
blank belo
w with
your favori
te
menu item
.

$99
To register for this course:

Aviation Instructor and
Management Seminars, Inc.
810 Elmwood Place
West Fargo, ND 58078
Call (701)238-6304
www.aimsaviation.com
or
askramstad@ideaone.net

If there’s one thing I’ve learned in school, it’s the ability to cut on
a dotted line, which is evident by my awesome clipping of this
coupon. So now I would like my reward of a 20%

discount on my favorite Paradiso meal: __________.

Offer expires 12/31/11.
PAR30597

801 38th St S, Fargo, ND
www.paradiso.com

Carefully cut along the dotted line to cash in your savings.

Live Instruction.Using Power
Point
presentations, photos,
animations and FAA
test images specifically
created for the accelerated
training environment.

Duplex
For Rent

